
Julio Wong-Smith 
Professor Berry 

English 402… or 204? 
On the due date, YES! 

 

Prompt:  Do black and brown bears resent polar bears for being named for their geographical location rather than 

their fur color? Discuss. 

 

Bear with me:  Coke vs. Pepsi, and other forms of resentment 

People are always arguing.  We fight over anything and everything.  This has been going on for at least a 

couple of years (and possibly even before the creation of youtube comments1).  I remember saying in an essay 

once that “People are always angry with each other, and don’t take the time to realize that deep down, we all 

want some meat, be it synthetic, alien, or local” (Wong-Smith, circa 2005).  That may explain why pandas, who are 

largely vegetarians, resent polar, brown, and black bears, which are mostly perceived as carnivores.  In reality, 

brown and black bears fulfill a large portion of their diet through eating plant materials, but most people don’t 

know this, and neither do most pandas.  And so the bitterness continues.  While pandas have sometimes been 

witnessed eating meat, these have been in moments of weakness, for which they are ashamed.  But you didn’t 

ask about pandas, which are named such because their faces are big and round like pans.  Eventually the “duh” 

sound got tacked on because Pandas have a pretty distinct look, and whenever someone pointed one out, the 

other person had usually already spotted it.  So the conversation usually went something like “Look, a pan!” “Duh, 

it’s right there,” which eventually got misheard as “Look a panda is right there.”  Anyway, I’ll leave them with their 

carnivorous struggles.  Humans struggle with the meat vs veggie thing too, but an even more controversial issue 

has been skin color, and for that matter, fur color...er, hair color.  Do blondes really have more fun?  We may 

                                                           
1
 Example of a standard youtube comment (censored for the kiddies out there):   

 
metalhead2theEnd @lamecow21 i think you [had a rough childhood] and you are adopted...stop being so [dang] adopted all 
the time...i know you can't help it....but come on :| no body gives [a care] about your whining and [more whining] go [do 
some inappropriate things with girls] if u don't like this song [jerk] :) ...the beatles are [really] roling and [super] rocking...and i 
don't give a [care] if u comment me back...i woun't read it anyway...so take your time...look arownd... :) 
 
At first I thought he might be talking to me, since I’m adopted, but then I realized he was talking to someone who doesn’t like 
the Beatles, which can’t be me.  And then I thought some more and I was like HEY, being adopted isn’t synonymous with 
having bad taste in music! 

http://www.youtube.com/user/metalhead2theEnd
http://www.youtube.com/comment_search?username=lamecow21


never come to an agreement.  Bears also have hair/fur, and lots of it, practically everywhere, and different types 

of bears have different colors of fur.  However, while some people might think that black and brown bears resent 

polar bears for being named for their geographical location rather than the shade of their fur, they do not.  Black 

and brown bears resent polar bears for being featured in coca cola commercials and partying with dancing 

penguins (as seen on said coca cola commercials).  Even Care Bears resent polar bears for this: 

 

 Clearly missing out on such a large sponsorship opportunity was unfortunate for the black and brown 

bears, which I’m henceforth going to call “brack bears” because then I don’t have to write them both out every 

time (and to make professors who read my work in the future jealous, because I get the impression some 

professors go their whole lives trying to coin a new term.  I hope you 

either aren’t one of them or that you already made one up.  It’s really not 

that hard.)  Anywho, the brack bears were pretty mad that they didn’t get 

all the free soda, and retaliated by shunning coca cola products, which 

generally translated into drinking Pepsi, although they were never picked 

up as formal spokesbears.  And that’s how the whole Coke versus Pepsi 

thing got started. 

 

 



 In the rare instances where polar and brack bears interact, you can sense the underlying hostility.  

Consider the following conversation overheard between a polar bear and a brack bear, which offers a window2 

into their tumultuous feud:  

Brack Bear:  Only you can prevent forest fires. 
 
Polar Bear:  Prevent forests and you’ll prevent forest fires. 
 
Brack Bear:  We’re not going to cut all the trees down. 
 
Polar Bear:  We did. 
 

Of course the polar bear is kidding.  The polar bears didn’t actually cut down all the trees in the arctic.  No no, the 

penguins did that.  That’s why you can find pictures on the internet involving 

penguins carrying trees around.  Scientists claim that penguins don’t live in the 

Northern Hemisphere and never interact with polar bears, but scientists also claim 

there were never expansive forests in the high arctic, so what do they know.  Plus, we 

already know from Coke commercials that penguins and polar bears hang out.  There 

are a few things I know about penguins.  They’re black 

and white… except for that all black one that showed 

up on Yahoo’s main page recently.  He’s like the guy at 

prom who wears an all white suit when everyone else 

wore black, except in reverse.  And I’m not sure how 

the seals factor in.  Aside from that though I’m not 

really the penguin expert.  Which is why I decided to go 

offer a cookie to someone else who can better explain 

                                                           
 
2
 Speaking of windows, some people wonder why Microsoft chose to have their operating system named  

“Windows” as opposed to “Doors.”  The answer is really quite simple.  Windows break much more easily  
than doors, and Microsoft wanted a name that was representative of their product.  The real question is  
why the windows logo so closely resembles the wild draw four card in an Uno deck.  Does Bill Gates play  
Uno? 
 



about penguins than I can, and see if he’d be willing to do the next part of my essay.  Anyway, he went for it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

A long time ago on a glacier far, far away, there was a period of time when 

there were trees everywhere.  Throughout all of the arctic circle in fact.  All 

kinds of pine-like trees:  Douglas Firs, Noble Firs, some Virginia Pines that 

were really, REALLY lost because somebody wouldn’t ask for directions to 

Richmond.  They could be seen across the vast expanse of ice, on top of 

glaciers, even growing out of igloos.  Trees in every direction.  It was 

beautiful.  Which is precisely why the penguins set up a Christmas tree 

farm.  Business was slow at first.  It’s hard to advertise about your services 

when you live on an ice chunk at the top of the Earth.  But when word 

started to get out about the polar Christmas trees and people made the 

mental leap to thinking that the short, industrious creatures shipping them 

were employed by a jolly man in a red suit, the penguins didn’t feel a need 

to correct them.  Nobody needed to know that these weren’t trees from St. 

Nick’s backyard, painstakingly prepared for shipment by tiny men and 

women in green pointy hats with fuzzy puff balls on their shoes.  And so 

business took off, albeit obviously not in Santa’s sleigh.  In fact, it was more 

like in a rocket ship that could get you to poor, demoted Pluto and back in 

under a week.  It was FAST.  Long story short, now the only tree at the 

North Pole looks like the photograph I’m holding.  



 
 Recently there has been an increased focus on the environment, granted it’s not really centered on arctic 

trees.  Global warming and saving the planet are a big deal.  Despite their complacency in the deforestation of the 

Arctic Circle, polar bears have been active members of the whole global warming movement, showing their fuzzy, 

mournful faces in Greenpeace ads as the snow melts around them.  Pandas get even more face time than polar 

bears.  They got signed up to be the poster children for WWF, the World Wrestling Federation… wait… I mean the 

World Wildlife Fund.  Sure, the brack bears have representatives too, but when was the last time you really heard 

about Smokey the Bear? 

 
 
 
What really gets the brack bears about polar bears participating in all the environmental hoopla is the sheer 

hypocrisy of it all (even in addition to the whole deforestation debacle.  Have you ever seen a trash can pictured in 

the arctic, particularly in the same picture as a polar bear?  Yet, we know from the Coca Cola commercials that 

they drink Coke, which comes in either bottles or cans.  So where does all this glass and plastic go?   

 
 Coke can left behind by a not so environmentally   
 conscious polar bear 



  
  Scientists have recently discovered that polar bears drink (and litter with) beverages 
  other than Coca Cola products too 

 

 Enough.  In conclusion, I have run out of time.  Bears don’t have deadlines, but I do.  This is due  

no later than today.  Which is like now.  Which is super soon.  And approaching quickly.  Really fast.  Anywho,  

DINNERTIME!! 

 
 

 
Dinnertime Fail. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sources Sighted (I see one, over there, in the bushes!) 
 
Brains.  All knowledge and ideas for this paper originally originated from a noodley squiggly 
thing in someone’s head, somewhere.  One of those brains belonged to Julio Wong-Smith, 
er, I mean, me, around 2005.  It still does. 
 

 
 

 
 
This brain did not contribute to this essay. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Appendix Eh? 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aJJ6tzNrpY 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://usacac.army.mil/CAC2/bcks/Connected/images/brain.jpg&imgrefurl=http://usacac.army.mil/CAC2/bcks/Connected/ConnectedFall2009.html&usg=__e0SxzAnXfb8T4P-3ZXQn9O9E_38=&h=346&w=347&sz=118&hl=en&start=1&itbs=1&tbnid=Kid7zIwUoZV9aM:&tbnh=120&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=brain&hl=en&sa=G&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://talentedapps.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/homer-simpson-wallpaper-brain-10242.jpg&imgrefurl=http://talentedapps.wordpress.com/2009/03/&usg=__FEU1J7mVb9Rx6xvAaaZpADKfI6M=&h=768&w=1024&sz=50&hl=en&start=4&itbs=1&tbnid=PkiyfXuSo4dVIM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=brain&hl=en&sa=G&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1

